
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday 21st October Newsletter: 2016 Issue 6 
Dear Parent(s)/Carer(s), 

 

We have come to the end of a very busy first half term. We are continuing to make lots of 

improvements which have been embraced by our enthusiastic team of staff.  It has been a pleasure 

to drop into lessons and I have been very impressed with the children’s work and learning behaviours. 

Mrs Simpson and I would like to thank you for your continued support – it is a pleasure to work with 

you to provide the very best for your children.  

 

Year 2 Visit 

Yet again I have been delighted to hear that our children have represented school brilliantly. Year 2 

were beautifully behaved and impressed staff and visitors at the museum in Bradford. They had 

great fun too! 

 

Harvest festival 

Thank you to all the families who have donated food to our community food bank today. Our Year 6 

classes organised a wonderful assembly to celebrate ‘Harvest’. We have been thinking about where 

our food comes from and being thankful for the food we eat.  

 

Dinner Money 

Please can we remind you that school dinners cost £2.20 each day or £11 for a full week. Can we also 

politely add that we are unable to provide dinners without payment. If you have any questions please 

see Mrs Harrison in the office.                                                                            
 

Classroom News:  

 
Early Years Moat/Bailey/Keep:  

Moat Group- This week we have had a great time learning about rhyming words. As part of literacy 

we have focused the magnificent story book 'Room on the Broom' that entails rhyming sequences. 

The children have loved to play games that involve finding picture cards that sound the same e.g: cat 

and hat and then linking initial sounds previously learned to these pictures. As part of numeracy we 

have been focusing on bring numbers altogether and learning vocabulary linked to addition. 

The writer of the week is Vana for using her letter sounds in sequence to produce an awesome 

wanted poster. The speaker of the week is Luqman for participating on group discussions.   

Keep Group- This week we have had a great and exciting week. The children all really enjoyed 

themselves at the Halloween disco, dressing up, dancing and socialising. We have been reading Can't 



   
 

 

you Sleep Little Bear and have been on a 'torch walk' back to our 'cave' to see how Little Bear felt 

and help our understanding of the story. This week we have learnt the sounds e, l, h, r, j and we are 

beginning to learn to read words such as mat, sat, hat, at, as. The children have worked really this 

half term and I look forward to seeing them grow over the next half term. Have a good break. The 

speaker of the week is Soliana for gaining confidence to speak in group. The writer of the week is 

Evaan for his writing about a fox. 

Bailey Group- We have had such a lovely and busy week in our group. We have loved the book this 

week 'Not now Bernard'. We have made monsters using purple playdough to help with strengthening 

our finger and hand muscles which will help us with our writing. In maths we are learning all about 

numbers, some of us are learning how to count and make sets and some have been learning how to add 

two groups together. We are super proud of our 'Speaker of the week' Muniira and our 'Writer of 

the week' Adam. Well done to you both. We hope you have a lovely half term.  

 

Year 1 - Scarborough: Year 1 had a great time at the disco this week, as did all of the teachers! 

This week in Maths we have been re-capping everything we have learnt so far on place value which 

includes: doubling, halving, finding one more and one less, counting in 2's, 5's and 10's and finding the 

most and the least from an amount of objects. In Literacy we have been writing sentences about the 

scavenger hunt and field walk that we have been on this week using our senses- using lots of 

adjectives to desacribe the objects they saw, smelt and felt. 

Our writer of the week is Hamza for really thinking outside the box when he was on his scavenger 

hunt and trying his best to sound out words in order to spell them. Our speaker of the week is 

Abdidrizak for clear explanations as to where and why you need to use capital letters and full stops.   

Year 1 – Spofforth:  
 

Year 2- Conisbrough: Year 2 really enjoyed their trip to the National Media Museum and IMAX 

cinema where they were able to see the BFG come to life in 3D and explore the museum. Also we have 

all now created a stop motion advert to promote healthy eating . We made fruit faces that moved and 

talked and this week we reviewed our work and thought about how we could improve it. The class have 

also begun to look at SATs assessment papers and tried really hard to complete the bits they know. 

Our speaker of the week is Anita for super partner talk and contributions in class. Our writer of the 

week is Maziar for improving his work. Well done! 

Year 2 - Middleham : What a busy week we've had! On Tuesday, Year 2 had their first school trip of 

the year to the National Media Museum and IMAX Cinema in Bradford. We loved watching the BFG, 

especially wearing our 3D glasses! Our behaviour was exemplary and we really impressed the staff at 

the museum. We wrote some super recounts about our trip, showing off our time connective skills. In 

Maths, we've been incredibly grown up by having a go at some real Maths SATs papers (and so early 

in the year!) Our Speaker of the Week is Rohan for his growing confidence in contributing to class 

discussions and our Writer of the Week is Mohamed for making huge efforts to improve his 

presentation. 

 

Year 3 - York: Year 3 truly enjoyed taking part in the Disco, I did too. 

In  maths, we have been solving addition and subtraction puzzles and using inverse operation to find 

the mystery number. In writing the children made story plans explaining settings, problems,and end 

parts of their myth and legend stories.The children also practiced spellings and punctuation skills and 

are beginning to show this in their independent writing. Writer of the week: Asma, for writing a good 



   
 

 

story opening and describing her settings well.  Speaker of the week: Abdifitah for becoming a 

confident speaker, contributing to lessons and taking part in partner talk.  
  
 

 Year 3- Ripley 

In Maths the children have been working on developing a greater understanding of money and 

doubling and halving amounts. In English they have continued to work on character descriptions 

especially how characters might feel. We have been really impressed with the Roman artefacts the 

children have made – they will be proudly displayed in the classroom. Our writer of the week is 

Maddison for making a big effort with her wrting and spelling. Our speaker of the week is Muna for 

thinking carefully about her contributions. 

 

Year 4- Richmond: The children have enjoyed learning about the artist JMW Turner and have used 

watercolour paints to create seasonal skies in his style. They have talked about the different colours 

and shades he used to create the power of nature and mixed their own. In maths they have been 

revisiting the themes of place value that we have learnt about this half term and showing exactly 

what they can do. Our speaker of the week is Rangas for her solo performance of ‘Head, Shoulders, 

Knees and Toes in French!’ Our writer of the week certificate is awarded to whole of Richmond Class 

for their presentation of their maths work which impressed both Mrs Coe and Mr Roe this week. 

Year 4 –Skipton: The first group of swimmers have now had their last lessons for this term and are 

well on their way to becoming mermaids and mermen! The second group of children will now be 

starting their lessons after half term. The children have really impressed us with their progress in 

maths too. Our speaker of the week is Sharon for consistently confident speaking in class and our 

writer of the week is Tharusha for a great start on his Skipton report. 
 
Year 5-Pickering:  

In Literacy this week year 5 have continued writing persuasive texts as well as planning and 

presenting speeches.  In maths we have been revising multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 and 

we are about to learn more about Roman numerals. We are coming to the end of our ‘What a 

wonderful World’ topic and we are excited to start learning about The Ancient Greeks after half 

term. Writer of the week is Aaron for consistently producing quality pieces of work. Speaker of the 

week is Bakebba for his persuasive presentation. 

 Year 5 –Helmsley:  

In literacy and language, pupils have been writing persuasive texts, using techniques to write 

persuasion for different view points on the same topic. In maths we have been exploring the rule for 

mutiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 and even writing songs to help us remember! Our speaker 

of the week is for reading his work out loud with expression and courage and our writer of the week 

is for making massive improvments in his handwriting and presentation.  
 

Year 6 – Bolton: The last week of this half term and the children are still working as hard as ever. 

In English the childern have been busy using their journalistic skills to write a news report based on 

the marriage of Lady marian and Sir Guy of Gisborne. In Maths this week we have looked back at our 

learning over the past few weeks made sure we are all secure in our place value knowledge. Our 

speaker of the week is Bailey for his ideas in Literacy and Language. Our writer of the week is Ubay. 

Year 6 - Pontefract Castle:  Well what a half term.  Year 6 are rising to the challenge of being role 

models for the school.  They are continuing to work hard and are applying what they have learnt in 
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english and maths into wider contexts.  They have been journalists writing in a variety of contexts, as 

well as practising hard for our Harvest Festival Assembly.  I have thoroughly enjoyed my first term 

at Ebor Gardens Primary Academy, and this is mainly due to the wonderful children in my class.  

Thank you Pontefract Class.  My speaker of the week is Ahmed and the writer of the week is Imane. 

 

Attendance 

Remember your childs's learning begins at 8:45. If you arrive late this will have a huge impact on your 

child's opportunity to learn and causes embarrassment when entering their classroom. The new 

procedure of recording latness will enable better monitoring. Persistent lateness in accardance with 

Leeds City Council, could lead to a Penalty Notice Fine being issued. Please do not hesitate to contact 

Mrs Burnett or Miss Pierce if you feel you may require any support in this matter.  

Family Support Team   We have been doing many positive things from the Community Centre this 

term. I would like to say a huge thank you to all the volunteers that have been helping us and working 

hard.I would also like to congratulate some of our volunteers on getting jobs. A huge congratulations 

to Belen for being a great volunteer and now progressing onto paid work. Well done you! We are very 

proud of you. Also a huge thank you to Jamad and Honda for all your hard work and support in the 

centre. Congratulations to Michelle, Nurtu and Shukra on the birth of your beautiful babies. Sarah 

Gas we are still waiting your little arrival and hope to see you both very soon. 

We have many new courses starting after half term as well as our usual courses and 

support continuing. Look out for our new ‘What’s on Guide.’ Remember if you need any support, more 

information about what we offer or would just like to come over for a chat, you are very welcome and 

we look forward to seeing you. 

News from the staffroom 

We would like to wish Miss Cowles lots of luck as she leaves us to start a new career – the children in 

Mr Fox’s class will miss you! 

 

Mrs Coe & Mrs Simpson 
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